
KOTINOS  
CRITICAL SKILLS
Management Training  
for High Performance



5 BENEFITS OF KOTINOS CRITICAL SKILLS

1.  Selective: Our programme focuses on the skills managers need to perform in today’s 
challenging environment. We home in on key gaps identified by business leaders. 

2.  Rigorous: Our perspective has evolved from over 10 years’ in-house research and experience 
with some of the world’s best organisations. We provide best-practice tools and solutions.

3.  Innovative: Our events offer a mix of current business examples with compelling case 
studies from unconventional fields.  We create unique experiences that challenge 
managers’ thinking.

4.  Applied: Our trainers share first-hand experience from the heart of the action. We give 
managers the confidence to put new skills into practice. 

5.  Enduring: Our programmes follow through. Our online learning zone provides managers 
with exclusive access to an online learning community. We deliver ongoing development 
and support.

BACKGROUND TO KOTINOS CRITICAL SKILLS

Kotinos Critical Skills is a specialist training division within Kotinos Partners Limited. Our name 
comes from the ancient Greek word kotinos (κοτινος), which means an olive branch 
intertwined to form a circle. In the ancient Olympic Games, winning athletes were rewarded 
by being crowned with the kotinos. 

We believe that enduring High Performance – in people and teams – happens by design 
rather than by accident. For us the kotinos is a symbol of High Performance that is at the 
heart of everything we do. 

In creating Kotinos Critical Skills, we have combined our insights with Alain Rolland’s practical 
experience to build a unique training programme that offers transformational results for 
managers. 

REAL LEARNING.  
REAL IMPACT. 

Developed by Kotinos Partners in association with world-class 
international rugby referee Alain Rolland, our game-changing 
programme goes beyond traditional methods to ensure your 
managers reach their full potential.



KOTINOS CRITICAL SKILLS TRAINING PROGRAMME

We offer five one-day training modules facilitated by our team of business 
and High Performance experts. The modules can be delivered individually or 
as part of a tailored programme to reflect the needs of your organisation. 

Managing Challenging Relationships –
Helping managers deal with tensions and manage conflict within their teams

Creating Conversations for Performance – 
Implementing true feedback-rich cultures to fuel sustained High Performance

Building Resilience & Coping with Pressure – 
Harnessing pressure as a positive force to improve individual and team performance in the face  
of adversity 

Problem Solving & Innovation – 
Solving problems faster and more effectively, and creating a culture of innovation

Decision Making – 
Driving team performance by making more effective decisions, faster

BRIAN MACNEICE 
Managing Director, Kotinos Partners Limited

Brian is a co-founder of Kotinos Partners and an 
expert in High Performance; he has worked in this 
field for over 10 years, leading client assignments 
globally across a range of industry sectors. He 
speaks and writes regularly on this topic and his 
book on High Performance organisations is due to 
be published in 2015. 

Like Alain, Brian is a rugby referee and a member 
of the IRFU National Panel. He is also a selector for 
the Irish National Cricket team and an underage 
coach in rugby and cricket. He brings real insight 
from both business and sport to inform the theory 
and practice of manager skills development. 

ALAIN ROLLAND 
Alain Rolland Consulting

Alain is a former Irish international scrum half, 
and is also recognised as one of the best rugby 
referees of all time. In his 15-year refereeing career, 
he took charge of three Heineken Cup Finals and 
66 Test matches, including the Rugby World Cup 
Final in 2007. Alain also worked for over 25 years in 
the finance industry.

His unique experiences at the heart of the action 
in elite sport provide compelling examples of 
Critical Skills in action. 

WHO WOULD BENEFIT FROM THE PROGRAMME?

Our unique training programme is relevant to all industry 
sectors. Our workshops are ideal for large or small groups of 
individuals within the following management roles:

> BUSINESS EXECUTIVES
> LINE/FUNCTIONAL MANAGERS
> SUPERVISORS/TEAM LEADERS
> SENIOR/MIDDLE MANAGERS



BOOK NOW

For more information on Kotinos Critical Skills or  
to book a workshop, call us on +353 (1) 240 0294,  
email Brian: brian.macneice@kotinoscriticalskills.com  
or Alain: alain.rolland@kotinoscriticalskills.com,  
or visit our website www.kotinoscriticalskills.com

REAL LEARNING. REAL IMPACT.


